AND CONCLUSIONS
1. A compartmental model was employed 1. A compartmental model was employed to investigate the electrical behavior of a dento investigate the electrical behavior of a dendritic spine having excitable membrane at the dritic spine having excitable membrane at the spine head. Here we used the Hodgkin and spine head. Here we used the Hodgkin and Huxley (20) equations to generate excitable Huxley (20) equations to generate excitable membrane properties; in some cases the kimembrane properties; in some cases the kinetics were modified to get a longer duration netics were modified to get a longer duration action potential. Passive membrane was asaction potential. Passive membrane was assumed for both the spine stem and the densumed for both the spine stem and the dendritic shaft. Synaptic input was modeled as a dritic shaft. Synaptic input was modeled as a transient conductance increase (a-function) transient conductance increase (a-function) that lies in series with a battery (that correthat lies in series with a battery (that corresponds to an excitatory or inhibitory synaptic sponds to an excitatory or inhibitory synaptic equilibrium potential). equilibrium potential). 2. Threshold conditions for an action po-2. Threshold conditions for an action potential at the spine head membrane were tential at the spine head membrane were found to be sensitive to the membrane propfound to be sensitive to the membrane properties at the spine head and to the conducerties at the spine head and to the conductance loading provided by the spine stem and tance loading provided by the spine stem and the dendritic tree. Increasing either the numthe dendritic tree. Increasing either the number or the open times of the excitable chanber or the open times of the excitable channels had the effect of lowering spike threshold nels had the effect of lowering spike threshold voltage. Increasing the spine stem resistance voltage. Increasing the spine stem resistance (Rss) or increasing the input resistance at the (Rss) or increasing the input resistance at the spine base (RSB) also lowered the spike threshspine base (RSB) also lowered the spike threshold voltage. Because a preexisting dendritic old voltage. Because a preexisting dendritic depolarization reduced the spine stem curdepolarization reduced the spine stem current, this lowered the spike threshold voltage, rent, this lowered the spike threshold voltage, and this threshold was also shown to be sensiand this threshold was also shown to be sensitive to the distribution of membrane potentive to the distribution of membrane potential along the dendrite. tial along the dendrite.
3. For each set of spine and dendritic pa-3. For each set of spine and dendritic parameters, there was an optimal range of Rss rameters, there was an optimal range of Rss values for which the excitable properties at values for which the excitable properties at the spine head membrane resulted in maxithe spine head membrane resulted in maximal amplification of the dendritic excitatory mal amplification of the dendritic excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP), when compared with that produced by a corresponding passive spine. This optimal range depended (with nonlinear sensitivity) on the properties of the voltage-gated channels at the spine head membrane. The maximal amplification found (for each of several sets of parameters) ranged from two to thirteen times. 4. Near this optimal range of Rss values, there was maximal (nonlinear) sensitivity of the dendritic EPSP amplitude to small changes in R ss. A minor decrease resulted in a subthreshold response at the spine head, and this resulted in a large decrease in the EPSP amplitude at the spine base. Increasing the value of Rss above this optimal range decreased the amount of spine stem current flowing to the spine base (by Ohm's law); this decreased the EPSP amplitude at the spine base. The demonstration of this optimum agrees with earlier expectations and results (22, 33,36). 5. Excitable dendritic spines can be seen to provide an anatomical arrangement that economizes both excitable and synaptic channels. A small number of these channels (located in spine head membrane) can produce a large dendritic depolarization.
If the same synaptic channels were placed near each other on the dendrite, they would produce a much smaller depolarization, because of the much smaller input resistance (at the spine base, compared with at the spine head). If the same voltage-dependent channels were also placed near each other on the dendrite, they would produce a negligible effect for the following two reasons: I) the local synaptic depolarization would be below their previous voltage threshold (i.e., when they were located in the spine head, with a large spine stem resistance), and 2) even somewhat larger depolarizations would produce little nonlinear response, because the excitability properties of these channels would be overwhelmed by very large conductance loading provided by the dendritic membrane. Many more voltage-dependent channels would have to be placed on the dendritic membrane to produce comparable nonlinear effects.
6. The most effective placement of additional channels is neither on the dendrite nor on an excitable spine head that can already reach spike threshold; it is on other spine heads, either those of previously passive spines, or most efficiently, on weakly excitable spines that previously could not reach spike threshold.
7. The spine head threshold phenomenon can enhance the effect of synaptic inhibition in those few spines that possess both excitatory and inhibitory synapses. It can also increase the sensitivity to the timing between these two inputs and may yield a temporal resolution well below 100 pus.
8. It is concluded that excitable channels in dendritic spine heads would have very important implications for integrative function and for plastic properties of nerve cells.
9. Our conjecture, that some dendritic spines do possess excitable channels in their spine head membrane, is experimentally testable. We hope and expect that such testing will be achieved in the next few years by one or more improved experimental techniques, such as the use of voltage-dependent dyes, the use of new antibodies to mark specific channels, or the use of patch-clamp or suction electrodes to record directly from spine heads. INTRODUCTION The dendritic surface of certain types of neurons in the mammalian central nervous system is studded with thousands of spines. Although these short dendritic appendages come in many shapes and sizes, many can be described as a thin stem that terminates in a bulbous head. Gray (I 8) was the first to report electron microscope evidence demonstrating the existence of synaptic contacts on spine heads; it was soon found that a large majority of the synapses to spiny neurons are made on spine heads rather than on the dendritic shaft; see also Refs. 6, 13, 57,68. One idea concerning the function of dendritic spines has been that they simply increase the dendritic surface area available for synaptic contacts (4,63). To us and to others this has seemed unlikely to be the major function of spines, since there is usually a considerable surface area of the dendrites that is not occupied by synapses. Nevertheless, a recent brief report (69) should be noted.
A different set of ideas about spine function has to do with the electrical consequences of spine structure.
Although direct measurement of the electrical properties of spines is not yet possible, analysis based on spine geometry and on knowledge of membrane and cytoplasmic resistivity in neurons and dendrites suggests that the intracellular resistance of a thin spine stem must be quite large. The effect of a large spine stem resistance is to produce a large input impedance at the spine head; as a consequence, synaptic input can be expected to produce a large local excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) at the spine head. It is well known that large EPSPs suffer nonlinear reduction in amplitude, related to an effectively reduced synaptic driving potential (41, 42) ; this is sometimes called nonlinear voltage saturation. Because of such nonlinear voltage saturation in the spine head, the effect of the large spine stem resistance is to reduce the amount of current that reaches the dendrite from the synaptic event in the spine head (when compared with the current for a 0 or small spine stem resistance). Thus, for a passive spine, the resulting EPSP on the dendrite is attenuated, when compared with the local EPSP that would result from a direct dendritic synapse (5,22, [44] [45] [46] [47] .
What could be the physiological significance of such effects of spine stem resistance? Several hypotheses that are not mutually exclusive have been proposed. They are the following. I) Spines (in particular the spine stem resistance) provide a partial electrical isolation from synapses on other spines. This leads to a more linear summation of the different inputs in the dendritic tree and in the soma (12). 2) The spine stem resistance could be an important variable for controlling the effec-tiveness of synaptic inputs, thereby providing a basic mechanism for J-earning and memory in the nervous system (44) (45) (46) (47) 53) . Indeed, several recent studies have shown plastic changes in spine geometry (7, 8, 10, 16, 39, 65) . Also, it may be noted that Crick (9) has suggested a candidate mechanism for such changes.
3) The large input impedance at the spine head provides a saturation mechanism of the postsynaptic response, even at relatively weak inputs. As a result, the spine tends to compress the range of possible outputs from a single spiny synapse (22, 26, 28, (44) (45) (46) (47) 66) . 4) Spines provide a locus for a very selective and temporally precise interaction between inhibition and excitation when both of these synapses contact the same spine (12, 22, 28). 5) Dendritic spines provide an anatomical means for a synaptic input at the spine head to establish a large electrical field along the spine stem. This could lead to electrophoretic migration of charged metabolites into the spine and thus might stabilize the activated synapse (21). 6) The large input impedance at the spine head would favor attainment of threshold for an action potential there, if the spine head membrane is equipped with excitable channels, as first suggested by Diamond and Yasargil (13) and then discussed by Jack (22). Such an action potential would amplify the effect of synaptic input (22, 33, 36). 7) Dendritic spines provide favorable conditions for a significant increase in the level of intracellular calcium concentration after a brief period of increased synaptic stimulation; this may result in a long-term change in synaptic strength ( 17).
The focus of the present study is on possibility (6) i.e., that spine head membrane may contain a significant number of voltage-dependent channels. As noted above, we do not know the electrical properties of spines. However, clear evidence has accumulated in the last twenty years that dendrites of different neuron types possess excitable channels and that, under favorable conditions, they can generate spikes. Most convincing are the intradendritic recordings that show large (20-60 mV) action potentials there; e.g. (30, 32, 70) and earlier reviews (22, 38); see also a very recent application of dyes (55) . Since the dendritic surface of these neurons is densely covered with spines, it is very likely that the membrane of some of these spines is equipped with excitable channels.
Here we use computational methods to analyze the consequences of this possibility for the integrative function of neurons. These studies are being reported in two separate papers. The present paper focuses on a single dendritic spine, while a second paper will present results for clusters of excitable spines in a complicated dendritic tree. Preliminary reports of this research include (49, 50-52, 60,61) .
METHODS
Dendritic spines are short evaginations with a typical shape of a thin stem (or neck) that emerges from the dendrite at the spine base (SB) and terminates with a bulbous spine head (SH). This is shown schematically in 1. Schematic representation of a dendritic spine model with a synaptic contact. Spine consists of a spine head (SH), a spine stem (SS), and a spine base (SB) located where the stem attaches to the dendritic shaft. Synaptic contact onto the spine head is composed of a presynaptic bouton and a postsynaptic area. In the present study, the whole spine head area was 1.5 pm2, of which 12.5% was assigned as the postsynaptic area, whereas the remaining 1.3 1 pm2 of membrane was either passive, with membrane resistivity (R,) = 1,400 Q-cm2 and membrane capacitance (Cl,) = 1 pF/cm2, or excitable, with Hodgkin-Huxley-(H-H) like conductances. Spine stem and dendrite were always passive with R, and C, as above. The dendrite had a diameter of 0.63 pm, with cytoplasmic resistance (RJ = 70 &?. cm, and a dimensionless length of 2, with both ends sealed, implying an input resistance of 262 MQ at its midpoint, where the spine stem is attached.
The synaptic conductance input was proportional to T.exp(-tuT), usually with (Y = 40; for synaptic excitation, this was placed in series with a battery of 100 mV, relative to rest; for synaptic inhibition, as in Fig. 8 It should be noted that eq. 1 is usually not valid for steady current in the centrifugal direction (from spine base to spine head), because the very large spine head resistance (lo'* Q, for example, across the spine head membrane) usually approximates a sealed end boundary condition for this centrifugal case. This boundary condition causes the spine to be almost isopotential, with an almost uniformly small membrane current density over both spine stem and spine head; (see, for example, the similar asymmetry of boundary conditions and voltage decrement, shown for the input and sister branches in Fig. 4 of Ref. 48) . Only when the spine head membrane has a greatly increased conductance (or AC admittance), will this boundary condition differ significantly from a sealed end; only then can eq. 1 be approximately valid also for the centrifugal direction of current flow.
Spine stem resistance
The spine stem resistance (Rss) is perhaps the most important of several parameters that determine the electrical behavior of the spine; it can be defined as follows
where Ri is the specific cytoplasmic resistivity and Ass is the area of cross section at a point, Y, along the spine stem. Both Ri and Ass may vary with distance when the spine cytoplasm contains significant nonhomogeneities such as the spine apparatus (68) 
Other spine parameters
In these computations the whole spine head area was assumed to be 1.5 pm* of which 12.5% represented the postsynaptic specialization (68) . The rest of the spine head membrane may be either passive or excitable (Fig. 1) . In the passive case the spine head membrane consisted of a simple parallel R-C impedance. Unless otherwise stated, our computations used the following values: I) the specific membrane resistivity of the passive region was 1,400 Q. cm*, 2) the specific capacitance was 1 .O pF/cm* (i.e., the resting time constant, 7,) was 1.4 ms), and 3) Ri was 70 Q. cm; we note that these values were chosen for modeling convenience; they are not regarded as estimates of experimental values, because we know that these could be as much as 2 or 3 times greater for Ri, and as much as 10 or 20 times greater for R, and 7,. To simulate an excitable spine head, we used the Hodgkin and Huxley equations (20) for the squid axon (with kinetics adjusted to 20°C) often with certain modifications (see below).
Synaptic input
For these computations, synaptic input was modeled as a conductance transient, gsyn(t), in series with a battery, Esyn, (22,42). The synaptic current at the spine head can be expressed
where the transient function, g,,,(t), often referred to as an a-function, has the form g,,,(t) = a2T exp(-aT)
with T = t/7, and cy = q&,, where t, is the timeto-peak conductance.
mental model. We used a FORTRAN program that was originally developed to model the propagation of Hodgkin and Huxley action potentials in branching axons (34). The spine head was modeled by one compartment with two membrane pathways; one simulated the postsynaptic region, whereas the second simulated the rest of the spine head membrane (either passive or excitable). The spine stem was modeled by a single passive compartment. The dendrite (which was meant to correspond to a distal branch) was represented as a passive cylinder of finite length and was modeled as a chain of 10 or 20 compartments, each compartment representing 0.1 in dimensionless electrotonic length. The case of a single spine attached to the midpoint of a cylinder with both ends sealed (with d = 0.63 pm and dimensionless length of 2, as shown in Fig. 1 ) is computationally equivalent to having the same spine attached to one end of a shorter and thicker cylinder with its other end sealed (here, d = 1 pm with a dimensionless length of 1). The input resistance at the spine base (RsB) is 262 MQ in both cases. Most of our computations used the second model to save computer time.
The accuracy of the compartmental model was validated by comparing its solution to the analytical results of Rall and Rinzel (48, 54) , for the corresponding passive structures. In the excitable case, where analytical solutions do not exist, comparison was with the original results of Hodgkin and Huxley for a uniform axon (34). In both passive and excitable cases, a spatial integration step of 0.1 X and a time step of 0.01 7,, were found to give sufficient accuracy; see also (3, 58). Computations were done on a VAX 1 l/750 computer with a floating point accelerator; it took about 1.5 min to calculate a transient solution with 300 points (3 7,) in the case of the excitable spine head.
RESULTS

Spike threshold in spine head
The presence of excitable channels at the spine head membrane is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the production of a regenerative response there. The cable properties of the neuron and of the spine stem, as well as the initial voltage distribution at the cell surface are also important determinants of threshold. It is possible, therefore, that the same spine head membrane will fire a spike for certain geometrical configurations, but not for others. The present section gives a brief intuitive account of the threshold conditions for an excitable spine. For a more general and complete analytical consideration of the problem of threshold conditions in cable structures, see Refs. 2,22, 56.
A condition for the initiation of an action potential at the spine head is that the voltage should exceed a critical value, I&i, at which the net inward current generated at the spine head is larger than the net outward current supplied to passive regions of the neuron. This outward current for the spine head is primarily Iss, as defined by eq. I; there is also a very small outward current leak across the passive R, of the spine head. During a synaptic input, the net inward current includes both the synaptic current, &, defined by eq. 2 and the active inward current, Iactive; in the present computations, the latter consisted of Na+ and K+ current, minus their resting values. Consequently, this spike threshold condition can be expressed The key condition for attainment of spike threshold at the spine head is that early active current must exceed the difference between Iss and Lyn l
This current should begin early enough to satisfy inequality 5 by the time the synaptic current passes its peak value, and also by the time a passive EPSP at the spine head would reach its peak value.
These points are illustrated in Fig. 2 , which provides a comparison between below threshold conditions, (left) and just threshold conditions, (right). Consider first Fig. 2B ; this shows the voltage (top right) and the current (bottom right) at the spine head, for& = 750 MQ; the channel densities at the spine head membrane were ten times the H-H squid axon reference values. A synaptic input with CY = 40 and a peak synaptic conductance amplitude of 0.3 1 nS was applied at the spine head; the direct result was a brief inward synaptic current shown by the dotted line at hottom right. In the passive case, this current produced a transient EPSP (dotted line at top right) with a peak of 20 mV, as marked by the dashed horizontal line. In the excitable case a delayed action potential with an amplitude of 80 mV was generated (solid line at top right), and this was associated with a large inward current (solid line at bottom right). For early times (before the generation of inward active current), the synaptic current was steeper and depolarizing the spine head capacitance; i.e., larger in amplitude than Iss (see dotted and inequality 5 was satisfied because the increase dashed lines at bottom right); the difference in active inward current compensated for the between these two currents represents capaci-decrease in synaptic current. It may be noted tative current that depolarizes the spine head that the plateau of l&.-r (top right) and the plamembrane; during this time, the EPSP am-teau of Iss (bottom right) both represent a plitude was increasing (top right). When Iss very near threshold condition; here the incrossed Isyn in the passive case, this began the equality 5 is very close to equality, with even return of the EPSP toward rest (i.e., the re-a hint of brief reversal; (actually, the apparent charge of the spine head membrane capaciparadox of reversing inequality 5 can be tance toward its resting voltage). However, in avoided by noting that the value of I/TH was the active case, the active inward current pro-~22 mV in this case, if we use as the criteduced at that time was sufficient to continue rion, the voltage where the spike take-off oc-curred, near the time when Zactive crossed Iss (hotturn right). With further increase of active inward current, the inequality became dominant, and the EPSP grew into a full-blown action potential. In contrast, Fig. 2A illustrates belowthreshold conditions that resulted when Rss was reduced to 500 MQ, while preserving all other parameters (from Fig. 2B ) except for a compensatory increase in the peak synaptic conductance to 0.42 nS. Without this compensatory change, the EPSP amplitude at left would be only about 3/4 of the 20-mV passive EPSP reference amplitude (shown as the dashed horizontal line); this is because an unchanged synaptic current would be looking at a smaller input resistance; i.e., the series sum of Rss and RSB, would be 500 + 262 MQ at /efi, compared with 750 + 262 MU at right. It can be seen that our compensatory synaptic conductance increase did produce a larger synaptic current (dotted curve at bottom lefi, compared with the dotted curve at bottom right). The flow of this larger synaptic current into the smaller input resistance produced a 20-mV passive EPSP (dotted curve at top /efi), thus matching the 20-mV passive EPSP reference amplitude (at top right).
In spite of this compensatory increase of synaptic current, the resulting 20-mV EPSP was found to be below spike threshold for the active case (solid line at top /efi). This EPSP does differ from the passive case during its falling phase, but it does not generate an action potential. One may conclude that the spike threshold at left is greater than the 22 mV estimated at ri&t; in fact, it was found to be --24 mV (using the same spike take-off criterion as before). But why is there this difference, when the passive EPSPs have the same amplitude? The explanation is provided by noticing the larger spine stem current (dashed line at bottom j&, compared with early part of dashed line at bottom right); handicapped by this larger Zss, the active inward current is not sufficient to satisfy inequality 5. In other words, the reduction of spine stem resistance (l&) has overloaded the excitable spine head membrane with what can be regarded as increased conductance loading; this resulted in an increased spike threshold voltage at the spine head (i.e., a larger depolarization at the spine head would be needed to obtain enough additional active inward current for successful spike generation). With further reduction of spine stem resistance, one could reach a point where the required larger depolarization would exceed the maximum that can be generated within the membrane. Then one could say that no spike threshold voltage exists at the spine head under those conditions; more on this point can be found in the next section, and in Fig. 3 and 5, below.
To summarize, a larger spine stem resistance value makes it more likely that spike threshold at the spine head will be reached. This is for the following three different but related reasons:
I) The increased input resistance, seen by the synaptic current, results in a steeper depolarization, corresponding to a larger passive EPSP amplitude in the spine head; this makes it more likely that any given spike threshold voltage would be reached. 2) For any given voltage difference (v&i -l&J, a larger Rss causes a smaller lss, as shown by eq. I; this smaller Iss can then help fulfill inequality 5. 3) Also, the spike threshold voltage, v&, tends to be reduced by the reduced conductance loading of the spine head membrane (this is a consequence of the nonlinear kinetics); this makes it more likely that any given EPSP amplitude will reach threshold; this effect was seen in Fig. 2 , and additional results of this kind are summarized in the next section.
In the limiting case of an infinitely large spine stem resistance, the spine head is electrically isolated from the rest of the neuron; then the neuron can provide no conductance loading to the spine head membrane. The kinetics of the spine head membrane must then be the same as for an isolated patch or a space-clamped area of uniform excitable membrane.
In this limiting case, the spike threshold voltage, v&i, must have its lowest value. In the present computations, this lowest VTn value was IO mV, fordritic membrane. This exposes the voltage-larger spine stem resistance values, corresensitive ion channels to the full conductance sponding to smaller conductance loading of loading provided by the de ndritic mem brane surface; this signi ficantly 0 verloads the excitthe spine head mem brane, a spike does occur when the re is suffici ent input; for this range, ability of the spine head membrane. There is one can ask how the spike threshold voltage a range of small spine stem resistance values, value decreases as the conductance loading is corresponding to large conductance loading decreased. of the spine head membrane, for which it is
We carried out additional computations impossible to attain spike threshold condi-aimed specifically at this relation. For the tions; one can say either th .at a spike threshold voltage does not exist, or that its value is insame para .m eters as in Fig. 2 , we sough t VTH values for a range of Rss values from 1 00 to finite, over this range. However, for some of 4,000 MQ, whereas the dendritic input resisthe largest Rss values of this range, there may tance, RSB, was held constant, at 262 MQ. be enough nonlinear response in the spine The resulting values have been plotted in Fig. head to produce a significant increase in peak 3. The three smallest threshold voltage points depolarization at the spine base; this can pro-(for the 3 largest spine stem resistance values) vide a criterion for a different voltage threshold ( not a spike threshold, but a threshold for significant nonlinear response). For still are true spike thresholds, in that they correlate with the appearance of an all-or-none response in the spine head. However, the three Horizontal dashed line shows the spike voltage threshold value (10 mV) for a completely isolated excitable head membrane (i.e., for R, = co). Insets show voltage transients at spine head and spine base for R, = 200 MQ; the continuous line is the excitable case; the dashed line is the passive case. For this value of R, (as well as for R, = 100 and 400 MQ) there was no clear all-or-none response at the excitable spine head membrane (continuous line in head); for these cases we chose to define a voltage threshold (for nonlinear response) as the voltage peak at the passive spine head for which the EPSP amplitude at the base of the corresponding excitable spine was increased by 50% compared with the EPSP amplitude at the base of the passive spine. For example, the insets show that the passive spine head was depolarized to 3 1 mV (dotted line in top inset) when the EPSP at the spine base was 4.5 mV (dotted line in bottom inset), whereas the amplitude at the base of the corresponding excitable spine was 6.75 mV (solid line in bottom inset), an increase of 50%; consequently, we assigned a voltage threshold value of 3 1 mV, in this case. The same criterion was used to obtain the points plotted for R, values of 100-800 MR; in the case of 800 MQ, this criterion gave a value of 17.6 mV, whereas spike threshold voltage criteria gave larger values; see text. All spine head and spine base parameters were kept as in Fig. 2 , with the peak synaptic conductance adjusted to reach threshold for each value of R,. largest threshold voltage points, 52, 3 1, and 23.5 mV, for Rss values of 100,200, and 400 MQ, respectively, are not spike thresholds, because all-or-none responses did not occur in these cases. As illustrated by the insets in Fig. 3 , these threshold voltages correspond to a nonlinear response in the spine head (see shoulder of falling phase, in top inset), which augments the spine stem current by an amount sufficient to produce a 50% increase of the peak voltage at the spine base (see increased peak, in bottom inset); further details are in the figure legend.
The point plotted for Rss = 800 MQ merits special comment, making explicit distinctions between three different threshold criteria. For this point, we used the nonlinear response criterion (described above and in the figure legend) to obtain a threshold voltage value of 17.6 mV; this provides continuity with the points to its left in Fig. 3 . However, because a spike does result from a slightly larger input, this case has a spike threshold voltage that is larger than the 17.6 mV nonlinear threshold. If we use as our criterion the peak voltage in the spine head of the passive control (for the spike threshold input), we obtain a value of 18.9 mV for the spike threshold voltage; this is comparable with 20 mV for the case (750 MQ) already illustrated in Fig. 2B . A more difficult criterion consists of estimating the spike take-off voltage; this yields a larger spike threshold voltage (between 20 and 21 mV for this case), which corresponds to the 22-mV spike threshold voltage noted earlier for the case of Fig. 2B . The fact that these spike threshold voltage values are larger than the nonlinear response threshold value is not surprising; for the three nonlinear threshold points (leftmost in Fig. 3 So far, we have said little about the effect of the preexisting dendritic membrane potential on the spike threshold in the spine head. The local membrane potential at the spine base, L&, clearly plays a role in determining the loss current, Iss, as can be seen in eq. 1. Thus, when the local dendritic membrane is still depolarized because of previous activity (e.g., adjacent synaptic inputs), this reduces lss, and thus effectively reduces the conductance loading of spine head membrane excitability; this tends to reduce the spike threshold voltage. Once this is understood, one can go a step further and speculate about the effect of spatial decrement in a preexisting dendritic membrane depolarization.
Our conjecture was that if this membrane depolarization were greatest at the spine base (with decrement to less depolarization in both dendritic directions) this would increase the loss current (relative to a control with the same membrane depolarization at the spine base, but without spatial decrement along the dendrite), and this would effectively increase the conductance loading of the spine head; consequently, this would tend to increase the spike threshold at the spine head. Similarly, opposite spatial decrement would have the opposite effect. We tested and confirmed these and several related conjectures by means of computations such as those illustrated in Fig. 4 .
Of the three cases illustrated in Fig. 4 , the control (b) corresponds to an initial dendritic depolarization of 5 mV, with no initial spatial decrement (as indicated by the horizontal line in the inset at bottom le#); this case was chosen to be very close to threshold, as can be seen from the delay of the action potential in the spine head (curve b in top plot). a and c correspond to opposite spatial decrements, specified as linear initial slopes of (k) 5 mV/ X; as indicated in the inset at bottom lest, a had a spatially sharp minimum initial depolarization at the spine base, whereas c had a spatially sharp maximum initial depolarization at the spine base. Because these initially sharp extrema become rapidly smoothed by electrotonic spread, we decided that it would be a fairer test to set the sharp minimum (a) somewhat ~5 mV, and the sharp maximum (c) somewhat >5 mV, in order that the subsequent electrotonic smoothing would bring both I& values very close to 5 mV (at ~0.05 ms), when there was no synaptic input. However, with the synaptic input, the peak EPSP of 22 mV in the spine head produced an additional 0.6 mV depolarization at the spine base (at -0.05 ms), and it can be seen that the resulting three EPSP curves at the spine base intersect at a common value of 5.6 mV (at ~0.05 ms). This moment of intersection was chosen to correspond to the time when the I. SEGEV AND W. RALL for 3 cases, (a, b, and c), at 2 locations, the spine head and the spine base. Synaptic conductance transient, the spine stem resistance, the ion channel densities and other model parameters were kept the same in all 3 cases: only the initial voltage distribution along the dendrite was specified differently.
In h, the initial dendritic depolarization was specified as 5 mV distributed uniformly along the dendrite; see inwt at bottom l~ji showing flat voltage distribution labeled h; this 5-mV initial condition did include the spine base, but not the spine head, which had a 0 initial depolarization in all cases. a and c both differ from the flat initial voltage distribution of h; see inset. In a, the initial voltage increased linearly with distance from the point (X = 0) of spine attachment, in both directions along the dendrite; in c, it decreased linearly in both directions; although opposite in sign, these slope magnitudes were all 5 mV per X length. The sharp minimum of the initial voltage distribution of a was actually set slightly <5 mV, and the sharp initial maximum (of c) was set slightly ~5 mV. This was done because the passive cable properties of the dendrite must rapidly smooth the initially sharp extrema, and it EPSP in the spine head reached its peak; in this way, we arranged that the voltage difference between the spine head and the spine base, at this critical moment, was the same for all three cases. Even with this careful matching, it can be seen that the action potential in the spine head took off earlier and reached a higher peak for a, when compared with the control. This result demonstrates that when spatial dendritic decrement favors depolarizing electrotonic spread toward the spine base (along the dendrite), this reduces the current loss (and the effective conductance loading) of the spine head, and thus reduces the spike threshold voltage, resulting in reduced spike delay for near-threshold conditions. For c, the EPSP in the spine head has a hump in its falling phase, but it fails to grow into an action potential. This result demonstrates that when spatial dendritic decrement favors depolarizing electrotonic spread away from the spine base (along the dendrite), this increases the current loss (and the effective conductance loading) of the spine head, and thus increases the spike threshold voltage, resulting in spike failure for near threshold conditions. It is interesting that even in c, the depolarization at the spine base did increase for a brief time after the crossover point (solid curve c in bottom graph), but this was not sufficient to help the spine head membrane achieve an action potential. Before leaving this section, we remark that the magnitude of the depolarization of the dendritic membrane at the spine base, for any given spine stem current, is increased when the input impedance of the dendrite is increased. This could be increased by an increase of R, and/or Ri or by a decrease of dendritic diameter. The effects of changes in seemed desirable to match the spine base voltage values, not at t = 0, but a little later (-t = 0.05 ms) when the synaptic depolarization in the spine head reached its peak; at this time, the computed curves show fairly good matching of a and c with h, as indicated by the common crossing of the 3 voltage transients shown for the spine base. Transients at the spine head show that the dendritic initial condition of c, caused the spine head response to fall below threshold, whereas the initial condition of a caused the spine head response to rise more above threshold than for the flat reference case (6). In all cases, the spine stem resistance was 460 MR, the ion channel density corresponded to 10 * (H-H), and the peak synaptic conductance was 0.37 nS, with N = 40. l'&, spine base voltage.
by 10.220.32.247 on November 2, 2016 http://jn.physiology.org/ Downloaded from branch order and of tree structure on dendritic input resistance (or dendritic input impedance, or dendritic transient response function) can be assessed by reviewing theoretical results already published for a class of idealized neuron models (48, 54) . The effects of changes in arbitrary branching patterns on steady-state input resistance could be explored by means of the iterative computational method first outlined in reference (40) .
Spine response as a function . of three dij2erent parameters
The results above demonstrate that the spine response depends on the values of many parameters.
Next, we present three figures, each of which illustrates the spine response as a function of one parameter, when all other parameters are held constant. The following are parameters we have chosen for this: I) the spine stem resistance, 2) the density of voltage-dependent ionic channels, and 3) the peak synaptic conductance value. head provide evidence of near threshold conditions for spike generation. This is clear when a is compared with b, where the conditions were securely above threshold, as indicated by the faster rise and larger amplitude in that case. These conclusions can be confirmed when these two cases are seen as two points on the curves shown in the right side of Fig. 5 ; (points a and b, designated with arrows). The existence of a rather sharp spike threshold was revealed by the very steep rise in the peak response as the spine stem resistance was increased from 620 to 630 MQ. As indicated by the arrows, a lies in the threshold range whereas b lies safely beyond the region of near-threshold conditions. For the parameters used in this figure, an action potential at the spine head could not be generated when Rss was ~600 MQ. In fact, the excitable case (solid line) did not differ from the passive case (dotted line) for Rss values < 400 MQ, as seen both at the spine head (top right) and the spine base (bottom right). As Rss was increased, from 400 to 600 MQ, the depolarization was increased at the spine head, but the peak values for the excitable case only slightly exceeded those of the passive case. However, in the excitable case, the subthreshold local active current did broaden the voltage response at the spine head, and thus delivered more current to the spine base, resulting in an EPSP amplitude at the spine base (bottom right) that was significantly larger than for the passive case.
This nonlinearity of the excitable case became even more apparent over the range from 600 to 620 MQ, but this was still below spike threshold. The narrow range, from 620 to 630 MQ, exhibits the very steep nonlinearity that corresponds to threshold uncertainty. Then, the small range from 630 to -650 Ma can be regarded as optimal, because this range produced the largest EPSP at the spine base. The upper range, from 650 to 1,000 MQ, was less than optimal in this respect; an understanding of this will be addressed next.
Although increasing the spine stem resistance beyond 650 MQ did result in further increase of peak depolarization in the spine head (top right), it produced an almost paradoxical decrease of the EPSP amplitude at the spine base (bottom right). To understand this, we first note that the spine head action potential tends to saturate, both in amplitude (top right) and in voltage-time integral (compare areas under action potentials at top left). This integral of spine head voltage (minus spine base voltage) is what drives electrical charge from the spine head to the spine base; see eq. 1. Because near saturation makes this voltage-time integral almost constant for all spine stem resistance values >650 MQ, Ohm's law implies that increase of Rss must reduce Iss, and thus reduce the charge delivered through the spine stem; this must reduce the resulting EPSP at the spine base, and this explains the falling peak amplitude, from a to b, at bottom right.
The results in Fig. 5 demonstrate (for the parameters used), that the optimal spine stem resistance, for maximal amplification of the EPSP and for optimal sensitivity to changes in Rss, can be bracketed between -630 and 650 Ma. Over that range of values, the peak EPSP at the spine base was 6.8 mV, for the excitable spine, compared with 1.1 mV for the passive spine; this implies a value of 6.2 for the amplification factor. We also note that this optimum should be distinguished from the optimal range that was pointed out for passive dendritic spines (22,28,44,45,53,66); in those earlier papers, the focus was on changing synaptic weights by changing R ss relative to RSB; also, there was no synaptic amplification.
For that passive case, the optimal range was shown to center about an Rss value equal to the dendritic input resistance at the spine base; this would have been 262 MO, for the parameters of the present simulation, compared with a central value of -655 MQ found for the excitable case. The results in Fig. 5 show that excitable properties in the spine head membrane can greatly increase the sensitivity of the spine to small changes in the spine stem resistance, when compared with a passive spine.
The properties of the voltage-dependent channels at the spine head membrane are obviously important determinants of the voltage response at the spine. The relevant parameters are 1) the kinetic parameters, 2) the maximal voltage-gated conductances (implied by channel density and conductance per channel), and 3) the driving potential for the active current through these by 10.220.32.247 on November 2, 2016 http://jn.physiology.org/ Downloaded from channels. These parameters determine the relative to the reference case of Hodgkin and amount of the inward current produced at Huxley (19, 20) for the squid axon; we actuthe excitable spine head after a synaptic in-ally used the following peak conductances as put, and consequently determine the size of our reference values: gNa = 120 mS/cm*, & = the EPSP at the spine base. In this section we 36 mS/cm*, and gL = 0.3 mS/cm*. (It may be explore the effect of the density of the H-H noted that our resting membrane resistivity, channels on the transient response to an ex-R, = 1,400 Q. cm*, corresponds to a resting citatory synapse. It is worth pointing out that conductance of 0.7 1 mS/cm*; this consists although the H-H model is used, the qualitanot only of gL but also the values of gNa and tive results obtained here are general and are gK at the resting potential. Also a brief considindependent of the specific mechanism that eration of channel densities and channel governs the nonlinear kinetics of the active numbers in the spine head can be found in response.
the DISCUSSION.) In a and b of Fig. 6 , the The effect of changing the density of excit-channel densities were 5 and 10 times, respecable channels at the spine head membrane on tively, those of the reference squid axon. The the voltage response to an excitatory input is dotted lines show the passive responses; these examined in Fig. 6 . The synaptic parameters were obviously independent of the excitable were as in Fig. 5 , with Rss = 1,000 MQ. As channel density, as shown by the horizontal before, the left side of the Fig. 6 shows the dotted lines, at right. transient response for two cases whereas, at
The two action potentials in the top left right, the peak values of 50 different cases are demonstrate, for the chosen parameters, that summarized. Channel density is expressed an increase in the channel density from 5 to 10 times that of H-H resulted in a steeper rise and a larger response at the spine head. However, the areas of these two spikes are less different than their amplitudes; thus the corresponding peaks at the spine base are more similar than those at the spine head. This becomes more clear when many amplitudes, summarized at the right side of Fig. 6 , are compared; the amplitude at the spine base (bottom right) is seen to plateau earlier than at the spine head (top right). As can be seen, the EPSP amplitude at the spine base was close to its maximum already for densities five times that of H-H; further addition of excitable channels to the spine head membrane resulted in only a small increase of this amplitude. Thus, adding more excitable channels to an already effective excitable spine head suffers from voltage saturation and consequent nonlinear summation. This point will be followed up later with the help of Fig. 9 .
Another interesting finding from Fig. 6 is that for the chosen parameters, active currents contribute to the EPSP at the spine base as soon as voltage-dependent channels are added to the spine head membrane. This can be deduced from the immediate divergence of the solid line from the dotted one in the bottom right of that figure. Hence, under certain conditions (sufficiently large Rss and V&i) very few excitable channels can produce local responses that amplify the synaptic input to the spine head in a gradual manner. FIG. 7. Depolarization at the spine head and at the spine base depends on the value of peak synaptic conductance. At k:ft the voltage time course is shown for 2 peak synaptic conductances; 0.2 nS for a and 0.4 nS for b. Curves at right summarize the peak values of voltages computed for 50 different peak synaptic conductance values, including those designated a and b, for the 2 cases shown at left. Dotted curves are for passive spines, whereas solid curves are for excitable spines. The dashed line in bottom right shows the peak EPSP at the spine base when the same synaptic inputs were applied to the spine base rather than to its head. Computations were done with the parameter values specified in the legend of Fig. 1 , with CY = 40, ion channel density corresponding to 10 *(H-H), and R, = 1,000 MQ. See Fig. 1 and 2 legends for definitions of abbreviations. . At the r@zl side of this figure the amplitudes computed for 50 values of peak conductances are summarized; the particular cases (a and h) are marked by the arrows. As before, the dotted line corresponds to the case of a synaptic input to the head of a passive spine. The dashed line, at bottom right, is a different control; it shows the EPSP amplitude computed when the synaptic conductance transient was placed directly in the dendritic membrane, at the spine base.
Inspection of the voltage transient at the head of the excitable spine in a, at top /efi, shows that this synaptic input was insufficient to reach threshold for a full-blown action potential. Nevertheless, a nonlinear local response was generated; this was shown by the broader and slightly larger voltage transients in both spine head and base, compared with the corresponding passive transients. Doubling the peak synaptic conductance to 0.4 nS ensured above-threshold conditions for a spike at the spine head; a 90-mV action potential resulted, compared with the 27-mV response of the passive spine (b vs. a, top Icfi). Looking at the spine base (h at bottom IEfi), the resulting 5-mV EPSP was much larger than the passive control; the amplification factor was -5 for the EPSP peak.
It is noteworthy that this EPSP peak at the spine base had essentially the same value (note the flat maximum at bottom right) for all synaptic inputs exceeding a peak conductance of 0.22 nS; this was because the corresponding action potentials at the spine head were saturated; their areas (voltage-time integral) were even more constant than their peak values (shown at top right). This flat plateau has an interesting consequence for the amplification factor; because the passive control amplitude (dotted curve at bottom right) continued to increase with increasing synaptic conductance, the amplification factor decreased as the peak synaptic conductance was increased ~0.22 nS. Thus, for 0.22 nS, the EPSP at the spine base was 5 mV when the spine was excitable and only 0.66 mV when the spine was passive, implying a value of 7.6 for the amplification factor; doubling the peak conductance to 0.44 nS resulted in values of 5.1 and 1.16 mV, implying a value of only 4.4 for the amplification factor in this case. It is thus clear that the maximal amplification factor was obtained when the synaptic conductance amplitude was just above threshold for an action potential in the spine head.
Next we compare the peak EPSP amplitudes at the spine base (bottom right), for both passive and active spine heads, with the control amplitudes (dashed line) obtained when the same input was delivered directly to the spine base. First we note that the dotted line never crosses the dashed line; this means that a passive spine can provide no synaptic amplification: the resulting dendritic EPSP is smaller when any of these synaptic inputs is delivered to the spine head, compared with the spine base. In contrast, the solid line crosses the dashed line (near threshold synaptic input); this means that an excitable spine does provide synaptic amplification when the synaptic input to the spine head is above threshold for an action potential in the spine head (amplification is present relative to either control, whether the same synaptic input is delivered to the spine base or to a passive spine head). For completeness, we note an upper limit; the dashed line would cross the 5-mV plateau of the solid line (beyond the right boundary of this figure) for peak synaptic conductances greater than -2 nS; for such synaptic inputs, the direct dendritic EPSP would exceed 5 mV, whereas that generated by the excitable spine would be limited by voltage saturation in the spine head.
Note also that for the synaptic conductance range in the figure, an input that is applied directly to the spine base results in an EPSP that is smaller than 2 mV (and attenuated to somewhat less at the spine head). This value is far below the threshold for initiating a regenerative response at the excitable spine head (or at a dendrite with excitable membrane). To reach spine head threshold, a much larger synaptic input to the dendrite would be needed; e.g., enough to increase the response at the spine base to -23 mV, (allowing for attenuation to -22 mV at the spine head). Also, it should be remembered that even if the dendrite were to be given the same density (of voltage-gated channels) as the spine head, the spike threshold voltage in the dendrite would be higher because of the con- The idea that spine stem resistance may provide effective electrical isolation was suggested earlier by Diamond, Gray, and Yasargil (12), but with a different emphasis in a somewhat different context.
Synaptic excitation and inhibition
Electron microscope studies show that most spines have a synaptic contact containing round vesicles with an asymmetrical junction specialization that is believed to be excitatory. These studies also show that 8% of the spines also have a second type of synapse on their spine head membrane; this second type contains pleomorphic vesicles, with a symmetrical junction specialization, and is believed to be inhibitory (27, 67, 68) .
Here, we examine the effect of adding an inhibitory synaptic input onto an excitable Peak Vs, /control spine head that receives also an excitatory synaptic input. We show that a very weak inhibition can have a dramatic effect on the voltage response at the spine and that this effect can be very sensitive to the timing between the excitatory and the inhibitory inputs. The possible significance of postsynaptic interaction between closely adjacent excitatory and inhibitory inputs for neuronal integration was previously examined in the passive case by Rall(4 l-43), Jack (22) Segev and Parnas (59) Both types of synaptic input were at the spine head. The peak excitatory conductance was 0.37 nS, with cy = 40, in all cases; the peak inhibitory conductance was 0.2 nS, with CY = 40, in A and C, but this conductance was made longer lasting, with a lower peak, in B. In the l<fi half of each diagram, At < 0 means that the inhibitory conductance starts before the excitatory conductance; in the right half of each diagram, At > 0 means that the inhibitory conductance starts after the excitatory conductance (by At ms). Solid curves correspond to the excitable spine, whereas the dashed curves correspond to the passive spine. These curves show the postsynaptic potential (PSP) amplitude at the spine base, normalized relative to 2 different control amplitudes. Both controls are specified as the EPSP amplitude at the spine base when only the excitatory input is applied; however, the excitable spine control is -5 times the passive control (excitable spine control is 5.1 mV in C and 6.85 mV in A and B; the passive control is 0.95 mV in C and 1.1 mV in A and B). R, = 630 MQ in A and B. In all cases, the excitable channel density corresponded to 5 *(H-H). In B, the inhibitory conductance duration was increased by reducing its value of cy from 40 to 5; a compensatory reduction of its peak value by a factor of 8 was made in order to keep the time integral of the inhibitory conductance unchanged; all other parameters were as in A. In C, all parameters were the same as in A, except for R, = 1,000 MQ. I& spine base voltage. See Fig. 1 and 2 legends for definition of abbreviations.
to the excitatory input, represented as an excitatory conductance transient, g&), on the EPSP amplitude at the spine base. When At < 0, (left of 0 in figure) the inhibition was activated before the excitation; when At > 0, the inhibition was activated after the excitation. In this figure, the EPSP amplitude at the spine base was normalized relative to a control value (for excitatory input uncomplicated by inhibitory input); the control value was different for passive spines (-1 mV), from that for excitable spines (-5 times larger).
In Fig. 8A of this figure, the spine stem resistance was 630 MQ, the same as in Fig. 5a .
The inhibitory conductance transient was as brief as for excitation (a = 40) with an E/ of -10 mV (relative to the resting potential), and a conductance peak of 2 nS. The continuous line describes the case of an excitable spine whereas the dashed line shows the corresponding passive case. Inspection of the excitable case shows that for At < -0.3 ms the inhibitory input actually facilitated the EPSP by -5% (see left part of solid curve in A and B), whereas the EPSP in the passive case was decreased to 85% of its control value. At smaller but still negative At values, the spike at the spine head failed; at these times, the spine base response was produced by the excitatory synaptic current and by some local active currents. As proven by Segev and Parnas (59), for the synaptic parameters chosen here, the inhibition is most effective when At = 0. For that case of simultaneous inhibitory and excitatory inputs, the EPSP at the spine base was yZO of its control value in the excitable case and only '/4 of the control when the spine was passive; (the inhibited response is the same in both cases; factor of five comes from the fact that the control amplitude in the excitable case is five times that in the passive case). Another difference was that passive spine inhibition was effective at more negative At values, whereas excitable spine inhibition was effective at more positive At values (i.e., there the solid line is shifted to the rig& relative to the dashed line). Further explanation of these differences and their implications will be discussed below. The same general picture is seen in Figure   8B , where the inhibitory conductance had a longer time course (the value of CY was reduced from 40 to 5). To keep the time integral of gj unchanged, we made a compensatory reduction in the peak value ofgj (from 2 to 0.25 nS). The resulting inhibition was less effective in reducing the EPSP amplitude in the passive spine (dashed line in B), and it did act for a longer duration (note the change in the time scale). In contrast to the passive case, the all-or-none nature of the excitable case caused the weaker inhibition to be effective over a large time window (solid line in B) that was more than three times longer than in the previous case (solid line in A). One conclusion from these results is that when the spike at the spine head is not secure (as is the case when Rss = 630 MR, illustrated in Fig. 5a ) a very weak synaptic inhibitory input can pievent the spine head spike and thus dramatically reduce the efficacy of the excitatory input, relative to control.
Next, in Fig. SC , we increased the security of the spike by increasing RSs to 1,000 MQ (compare b with a in Fig. 5 ) while keeping all other parameters as in Fig. 8A . In the passive case the inhibition was just as effective as when RSs = 630 MQ (Fig. 7A) . However, in the excitable case, although the maximal effect of the inhibition was unchanged (compare minima of solid lines in Fig. 8, A and C) , much more precise timing was required to obtain this maximal inhibitory effect (compare width of -kO.3 ms in A, with -to. 1 ms in C). The implications of this and related points will be taken up next.
To understand the effect of inhibition on an excitable spine head it is useful to remember the different types of parameters that determine the response at the spines, namely the svnaptic parameters (excitatory and inhibitory), the spine and dendrite passive parameters (e.g., RSs and RsB) as well as the parameters that determine the excitability of the spine (e.g., channel density as in Fig. 6 ). Inhibitory conductance in the spine head (as elsewhere) acts in two ways: I) it creates a current path to ground, shunting both synaptic and active currents (if generated) and 2) for an inhibitory reversal potential, ei, that is negative relative to the resting potential, it produces an outward current that can, by itself produce a hyperpolarizing inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP), or, in the presence of synaptic excitation, must reduce the net depolarizing (inward) current produced by the excitatory input and the active chanby 10.220.32.247 on November 2, 2016 http://jn.physiology.org/ Downloaded from nels. The effectiveness of synaptic inhibition depends on the strength of the inhibitory parameters, relative to the other parameters; when At is changed, as in Fig. 8 , this effectively changes the relative strength of these parameters. Now we address the paradoxical facilitation seen at top I& of A and B in Fig. 8 . In both diagrams, this occurred only in the excitable case, and only when At was sufficiently negative that ge(t) did not overlap with the earlier gj(t); under these particular conditions, the earlier inhibitory synaptic input had the effect of increasing (not decreasing) the efficacy of the excitatory synaptic input (shaded region). This can be attributed to the hyperpolarizing effect of the inhibitory input; this hyperpolarization reduced the K+ conductance and the Na+ inactivation, by reducing yt and increasing h in the H-H equations; the same effect was noted for the anode break action potential in the original paper by Hodgkin and Huxley (20). Given these changes (reduced y2 and increased h), the net active inward current at the spine head was increased, and this produced a larger EPSP at the spine base. For less negative values of At, part of gj( t) overlapped with g,(t); this conductance overlap reduced the net inward current; furthermore, the associated increase in input conductance would have reduced the depolarization even for the same net inward current (by Ohm's law). Both of these considerations contribute toward subthreshold conditions for the regenerative process, and this can account for the abrupt decline in the EPSP amplitude at small negative At values (Fig. 8 , steep decline of solid line). Even when At has positive values, the inhibitory synaptic conductance is capable of reducing the amplitude of the EPSP at the spine base, provided that this At is smaller than the time to peak of the EPSP at the spine base. In this range, the inhibitory conductance transient (if large enough) can prevent the development of a complete action potential in the spine head, either 1) by quenching it during its rising phase (the net synaptic current is so reduced that the active inward current can no longer satisfy incqzdity 5) or 2) by enhancing the early decay of the spine head action potential, early enough to reduce that part of the spine stem current that contributes to the peak of the EPSP at the spine base. For near-threshold conditions (like a in After comparing the several "tuning curves" shown in this figure, we can reach several conclusions. In passive spines, the tuning curve reflects the duration of both the inhibitory and the excitatory conductance transients; it is important to note that less sharp tuning curves are obtained when either, or both of these conductance transients are made less brief. In excitable spines (with parameters for which the control response in the spine head is an action potential), the tuning curve reflects mainly the inhibitory conductance duration and the action-potential duration. With an insecure action potential (with its longer duration), the tuning curve becomes wider than for a secure action potential (with its brief duration). With the secure action potential, the tuning curve may be narrower than in the corresponding passive case (Fig. SC) , implying that the exact timing of synaptic inhibition is more critical in such excitable spine cases, when compared with corresponding passive spines.
DISCUSSION
Here we present insights and perspective based on points already noted briefly in the presentation of RESULTS. These include insights illustrated also by additional computations summarized in Figs. 9 and 10, to be discussed below.
Economy of'ccxcitahl~~ channds .
One insight we have gained from our computations is that if a designer had a limited number of voltage-dependent ion channels to allocate to the dendrites of a spine studded neuron, he would be wise to concentrate them in spine head membrane, because they can be most effective there. However, he should not divide them equally among all spine heads, but rather, he should provide a limited number of spine heads with sufficient by 10.220.32.247 on November 2, 2016 http://jn.physiology.org/ Downloaded from excitability that they could generate action potentials in response to their normal synaptic input; (this point is illustrated by Fig. 9,  below) . Also, the largest number of spine heads could be made excitable by selecting those that have sufficiently large input resistance values, by virtue of large spine stem resistance values in series with large dendritic input resistance (e.g., thin spine stems attached to distal locations on thin branches of higher branch order). There is, however, a law of diminishing returns that applies here. If the spine stem resistance is made too large, voltage saturation in the spine head would cause the spine stem current to be reduced by Ohm's law, tending to reduce the dendritic EPSP amplitude (see decline from a to b at bottom right of Fig. 5 ).
In Fig. 9 we contrast two ways of doubling the number of voltage-dependent channels. Here we compared a reference spine (/efi) . with two different cases. The middle case corresponds to doubling the number of excitable channels in a single spine head, whereas the able channels in a single spine resulted in less than a 20% increase in the EPSP peak at the spine base (from 4.3 to 5.1 mV). In contrast to this case, the EPSP at the spine base was almost double that of the reference case (8.4 vs. 4.3 mV) when two excitable spines were simultaneously activated (right). The small nonlinearity seen here was due to the larger dendritic depolarization in the two-spines case compared with the reference case; because of this, the voltage drop from each spine head to its base was slightly smaller, and less current (per spine) was delivered to the dendrite, compared with the reference case.
[Note that although the spine pair did yield the largest depolarization, this did not yield the largest amplification factor. Indeed, in the reference case (I@, the EPSP peak at the spine base was 4.3 mV, yielding an amplification factor of 4.3/0.9 = 4.8; in the middle case this factor was U/O.9 = 5.7, and in the two-spines case (right), it was 8.411.8 = 4.7.1 However, the main point is still that the same number of excitable channels can produce the most dendritic depolarization when these channels are allocated to the largest number of excitable spine heads that can achieve threshold. 
Explicit channel numbers
To make the discussion more explicit, let us assume that the active inward current is carried by sodium ions and that the conductivity of a single sodium channel is -15 pS at 20°C (19). Then the peak sodium conductance of 120 mS/cm2, or 1.2 nS/pm2, implies a channel density -80 channels/pm2; also, for our 10 *(H-H), a density of 800 channels/ pm2 is implied. By the use of an average spine head area of 1.3 1 pm2, this would imply an average channel number of -1,050 sodium channels per spine head for 10 *(H-H), and -525 channels per spine head for 5 * (H-H), needed to generate the spine head action potentials in the computations of the present paper. For example, in Fig. 6a , the spine head action potential produced -5 mV depolarization at the spine base compared with -1 mV when the spine was passive. However, these same channels would be ineffective if they were all moved from the spine head to the dendritic membrane at the spine base; even a large depolarization could not generate an active response (because this small number of channels would be greatly overloaded by dendritic electrotonic spread); in fact, the voltage behavior at the spine base would be essentially the same as in a completely passive case. Only when the number of these sodium channels is increased by a factor of about twenty (> lo4 channels placed in the dendritic compartment, of 0.1 X length and 1 pm diam, located at the spine base) did we find a threshold for a nonlinear local response in the dendritic membrane; this was found for a local dendritic depolarization of more than 20 mV, which triggered a local dendritic spike of 50 mV. However, in order to get a 20-mV local dendritic depolarization, -25 spiny synapses (with the characteristics of the synapse in Fig. 6 ) would have to be activated. In contrast to this, only five active synapses on five excitable spines could produce a comparable dendritic depolarization, as follows. If the same number of channels were divided among 10 spines, and only 5 synapses on these spines were activated, then 5 excitable spines would be fired by direct synaptic input, and the other 5 excitable spines would be triggered indirectly through the passive spread of depolarization into their spine heads (49,6 1).
We conclude that, when considering dendritic depolarization, the membranes of several spine heads are the most favorable loci for a limited number of excitable (and synaptic) channels. We therefore conjecture that in spiny neurons with excitable dendrites (e.g., the alligator Purkinje cells) the membranes of some spines are equipped with excitable channels, and that the origin of some of the dendritic spikes is in the spines. The most likely candidates are the spines with long and thin stems (suggesting favorable conditions for excitation) that were found to be more frequent at distal dendritic locations (e.g., 11, 23, 37). These spines presumably function as current boosters to compensate for the attenuation from distal dendritic regions (6 1). The electrophoretic mechanism suggested by Horwitz (21) is one possible way by which voltage-dependent channels might be selectively accumulated in these spines.
Note that the possibility raised above does not exclude other possible locations for "hot spots" in dendrites. For example, excitable patches at the site of dendritic bifurcation (25,29,3 1) are expected to be effective in amplifying the currents originating from many inputs to sibling dendritic branches. Such distributed input in distal dendritic arbors would tend to depolarize that distal dendritic region more uniformly (i.e., it would be more nearly isopotential than for a local, less distributed input); this would reduce the longitudinal current spread to other regions and thus favor attainment of threshold.
Condition fi>r excitable . spine interactions
Returning to the designer mentioned above, we add a few additional remarks. If the object were merely to fire a spike in the spine head that receives the synaptic input, the designer could focus on the series input resistance (Rss + RsB) value, as well as on the excitable channels; however, as soon as he became interested in the rich possibilities provided by interactions between excitable spines, the separate value of RSB (the input resistance of the dendrite at the spine base) would also need to be sufficiently large; this would tend to favor distal locations on thin branches of higher order. That is because this input resistance determines the amount of local dendritic depolarization produced by any by 10.220.32.247 on November 2, 2016 http://jn.physiology.org/ Downloaded from given synaptic current delivered by the spine stem. It is only when the resulting local dendritic depolarization (e.g., produced by several synaptic inputs) is sufficient (e.g., 21 or 23 mV) that the almost isopotential spread into the spine head of a nearby excitable spine would reach its spike threshold voltage (e.g., 20 or 22 mV; see comment on spike threshold voltage criteria, given with Fig. 3 ). Then this spine head would fire without itself having received any direct synaptic input; this could provide the basis for a local chain reaction among excitable spines that are located near each other in a dendritic arbor. We have referred to such a group of interactable excitable spines as a cluster of excitable spines, in preliminary reports (49) (50) (51) (52) ; a more detailed presentation of those results and implications is in preparation.
Excitable spines, passive spines, and neuronal plasticity
We do not propose that all dendritic spines are excitable, in fact, it seems likely that only a minority of the distally located spines are excitable. Both kinds of spines could make significant contributions to neuronal plasticity. Because a neuron may have as many as ten-or twenty-thousand spines, all capable of receiving synaptic input, our concept has been that small changes in one or more spine parameters could change the relative weighting of several different synaptic inputs; this could not only change the response of this neuron to different input patterns, but it could also change the dynamic behavior of the neuronal subsystem ofwhich this neuron and its synapses are a part. Such neuronal plasticity could play a role in learning; however, such sensitivity to changes might be too plastic for long-term memory.
It may be noted that excitable spines provide natural sites in which Hebb-like activity-dependent mechanisms that underlie changes in synaptic strength may be implemented. The action potential (and current) at the spine head membrane may trigger very specific and local processes which may result either in changes in spine structure (e.g., changes in spine stem diameter) and/or in changes in properties (or number) of channels at the spine head membrane. The present study shows that such changes can significantly alter the input-output properties of the spines and of the whole neuron. Previous biophysical analysis of the passive cable properties of dendritic spines with synaptic inputs showed how spine structure can provide a postsynaptic locus for changes in synaptic efficacy. Over an optimal and narrow range of spine parameters, a small change (e.g., in the spine stem resistance) would lead to a significant change in the postsynaptic response at the dendrite and soma. This "operating range" could provide for delicate adjustments of the relative weights of the many different synaptic inputs that impinge on the neuron, thereby modulating its pattern of activity (44) (45) (46) (47) .
The price for this gain in flexibility was recognized as a reduction in the efficacy of the synapse. The passive spine differs from the excitable spine in that it does not compensate for nonlinear voltage saturation at the spine head. Except for negligible synaptic input and/or very small spine stem resistance, this nonlinear effect reduces the current that reaches the dendritic membrane, when compared with an equal synaptic input delivered directly to the dendritic membrane.
EXCITABLE
SPINES.
The present results show that excitable spines could act as nonlinear amplifiers of synaptic input. These spines do possess a range of behavior that is essentially linear (when well below threshold), and a range that is mildly nonlinear, and then a range that is extremely nonlinear (near threshold). Figures 5, 6 , and 7 all illustrate this with respect to different parameters; however, Fig. 5 , with its associated text, also demonstrates an optimal range, with respect to spine stem resistance, beyond which the amplification of synaptic input becomes smaller.
It is in this optimal range, that excitable spines differ most from passive spines; there are two significant differences. 1) the excitable spines offer a much greater sensitivity to changes in the values of several parameters, and 2) this contribution to plasticity also benefits from increased synaptic efficacy (i.e., well above control levels, as shown in Fig. 7 ) in contrast to the decreased efficacy found with passive spines.
It is important to remember that the spike threshold at the spine head does depend on the values of many different parameters. In addition to the spine stem resistance and the channel densities considered in Figs. 5,6, and ics; these could change the threshold and also, for example, the duration of the action poten-25-tial. Because our physical intuition suggested that a longer duration action potential would _I deliver more charge to the dendrite, and thus ,g I I I
provide greater synaptic amplification, we decided to test this conjecture with the computation presented next.
12-Signl$cant effhct ofslower . action-potential kinetics 9- In Fig. 10 , we examined the effect of modi-2 fying the kinetics of the H-H channels in the 6 -spine head membrane. These kinetics were modified simply by "cooling" the repolariz-3-ing variables, n and h (i.e., by decreasing their associated rate constants, cx and & by a factor of five), while leaving the yn variable unchanged. As expected, a broader action potential at the spine head membrane was seen in this case (Fig. lob) , compared with the control (a) for uncooled kinetics. The resulting peak EPSP at the spine base was increased to 14 mV, from 6.8 mV; relative to the passive EPSP, the amplification factor was 14/ 1.1 = 12.7, compared with 6.8/l. 1 = 6.2, for the uncooled kinetics. This doubling of the amplification factor confirmed our conjecture, concerning the increased efficacy of a longer duration action potential. It is also important to note that a smaller spine stem resistance would have been sufficient to reach threshold with this more powerful spike (because it delivers more charge).
Although we used an R,, value of 630 MQ (which was just sufficient for a) in computing showed that a spine stem resistance of 250 MQ was just sufficient to reach threshold for this more powerful spike. This result illustrates the general concept that a change in action potential kinetics will change the threshold and thus change the optimal range of spine stem resistance. Such a change in kinetics could be achieved by differential masking and unmasking of different ion channel types, (e.g., b is with a 5-fold reduction in the rate constants of the variables, n and h, keeping the m variable and the channel density the same as in the reference case. Spine stem resistance was 630 MQ, and peak excitatory synaptic conductance was 0.37 nS.
fast transient outward current (A-current) that would usually be masked at the resting potential, but that could be unmasked by a hyperpolarizing pulse; this would alter the response at the spine head membrane). Other modifications of H-H kinetics have been used in various computations ( 14, 35,64). Before leaving Fig. 10 , we remark that although the spike has an inherent amplitudesaturation mechanism, its area (time integral) does not saturate in the same way (i.e., it may involve excitable channels with slow activation time, which can increase the spike duration); therefore, the EPSP amplitude seen at the dendritic membrane need not be saturated, even when the spike amplitude in the spine head is saturated. 
Ant idromic dendritic spread
What happens to dendrites with excitable spines when an action potential fires at the soma, or at the initial segment? Will it propagate back into the dendrites and refire local action potentials at excitable spines? Biophysical intuition gained from passive cable theory suggests that the answer is probably no. This is for two main reasons. 1) The brevity of the spike (and especially its active repolarizing phase, which severely limits the net charge delivered to the dendrites) results in significant attenuation as it spreads into the dendrites. Recent simulations have shown that the effect of the action potential was to add only a very small increment to the residual synaptic potential, especially at distal dendritic locations (see Ref. 3, Fig. 5 ). Furthermore, if there is no soma spike, spread from the initial segment is more severely attenuated because of the conductance loading provided by both dendrites and soma. Also, the voltage threshold for spikes in dendrites is probably higher than in axons (32) and this makes it less likely that threshold will be reached by the attenuated increment in dendritic depolarization.
2) The excitable spines may still be in their refractory (or partial refractory) period when the attenuated voltage increment reaches their spine heads. Nevertheless, there are uncertainties; for example, if the dendritic depolarization resets very quickly (if 7, is small in the dendrites), and if the inactivation of the voltage-gated channels at excitable spines is brief, then such an antidromic refiring of the spine heads might be possible.
Concluding remarks
Finally, we close by extending the list of seven hypotheses on spine function given in the INTRODUCTION. If the spine head membrane is equipped with excitable channels, then we can add the following: 6a) Spines may act as amplifiers of synaptic input. For the parameters used in the present study, enhancement of the dendritic and somatic depolarization by factors of 2-l 3 were found; see also Refs. 22, 33, 36. 6h) Spines provide an anatomical means for economy in the use of both excitable and synaptic channels. 6c) A dynamic turnover of excitable (and/or) synaptic channels, (or a process that masks or unmasks different channel types) at the spine head membrane, can change the optimal parameter range of the spine. This could provide a sensitive means for fine modulation of the input-output properties of neurons, and it could serve as a locus for plasticity and learning in the nervous system; see Refs. 1 and 24. 6d) The threshold phenomenon in excitable spines serves to increase and sharpen the effect of synaptic inhibition in those spines that receive both an excitatory and an inhibitory synapse. In cases where the action potential at the spine head is secure and brief (i.e., significantly briefer than the synaptic conductance time course), and where the inhibitory conductance is sufficient to prevent the action potential when both synaptic inputs are simultaneous, there is increased sensitivity to the exact timing between the inhibitory and excitatory inputs (compared with the corresponding passive case); this may yield a temporal resolution well below 100 pus, (as shown for the brief conductance transients used in Fig. SC) . 6e) Excitable spines provide a simple way to implement a wide variety of complex logical operations. This point will be elaborated on in the paper on excitable spine clusters (in preparation); some illustrations of this have already been published (49,6 1,62) .
It is important that our hypothesis, namely, that some dendritic spines are excitable, is testable. We hope that it will not be long before several relevant experimental techniques are applied to such testing; we have in mind the use of future antibody markers for ionic channels, the use of voltagesensitive dyes to study dendritic transients, and the use of specialized patch-clamp or suction-electrode techniques to measure electrical properties of dendritic spines. Meanwhile, we favor continued theoretical exploration of the intriguing functional possibilities offered by excitable dendritic spines.
